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Aviva Makes Top Marks

A

viva – A Campus for Senior Life is proud to announce our 5-Star Rating under the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid
for Benderson Skilled Nursing & Rehabilitation! In addition, we are excited to celebrate the Anchin Assisted Living &
Memory Care team on receiving a deficiency-free survey! Continue reading to learn how these achievements represent our
commitment to excellence and care for residents.
As one of the most highly regulated entities in the US, the Senior Living Industry
is held to extremely high standards for quality and overall resident well-being.
The overall goal of these surveys is to ensure that each senior health organization
is protecting and serving their clients with integrity. Both state and federal
regulations mean that our teams are expected to undergo an annual survey period
for all levels of care at the Anchin-Benderson building. Aspects evaluated include
health inspections, proper staffing, and quality measures for patients.
These surveys are conducted by the Agency for Health Care Administration (AHCA)
and check for a multitude of quality standards within our buildings. All elements of the
Anchin-Benderson building were evaluated – physical and staff oriented. Surveyors
closely examined how patient care is distributed, our record filing system and even
went so far as to test the paint on the walls! This all contributes to the overall score and
helps ensure patients have a clean and well-kept environment to receive care.
We are proud that Benderson Skilled Nursing & Rehabilitation received a 5-Star
Overall Rating on their most recent survey. In addition to this amazing achievement,
our team also received a 4-Star rating in both the Quality Measures and Staffing
areas as well. At Anchin Assisted Living & Memory Care, the community received
a zero-deficiency survey one of the best survey results of any community in the
state of Florida! During surveying, the state survey team even went so far as to
acknowledge several of our individual team members as well for their efforts.
Over the years, we’ve learned that a 5-Star Rating is not something that comes
easily. We’re so proud of the time, effort, and attention to detail our team puts
into their everyday work to make this accomplishment possible. We couldn’t be
prouder of our staff for all of their hard work in creating a nurturing environment
for our seniors. At Aviva, the safety, care, and overall happiness of our residents is
paramount to all else.

From the Desk of the CEO

D

ear

Friends,

This time of year, has always been one of my favorites. It is that special time between the High Holidays and
Chanukah when our lives are filled with time spent with family, friends, and our community. I love that warm
embrace of community, something so deeply engrained in the fabric of our identity as Jews.
Of course, the holiday season is not only a time to fill our own lives with joy and love but also a time to think of others,
especially those in need. The holiday season can be difficult for seniors in our community. Many of them are miles away
from their family, others feel isolated due to their limited mobility or living situation. It wouldn’t be a stretch to say that
these are individuals in search of a place to belong, a place where they feel needed.
Over the course of my 30 plus year career, I have seen first-hand the powerful change that is possible when seniors who
are feeling neglected are embraced by their community. While I wish, I could open the doors of Aviva to anyone and
everyone in need, the reality is that many of Sarasota’s seniors are fiercely protective of their independence. They have
chosen to stay in their homes and age in place. This is a highly personal decision and while I may not agree with it, I fully
respect their wishes. So, what can we do for these at-risk members of our community?
My immediate thought is drawn to the now famous jingle from the company State Farm Insurance. “Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there!” In truth, just being a “good neighbor” to a local senior can make all the difference. Checking on
those seniors who may live near you either in person or by phone will make it clear that they are cared about and loved.
Another great way to keep our seniors in mind is to invite them to join you at one of the many holiday events happening
around town, including Aviva’s Menorah Extravaganza! While there is no guarantee that a senior in need will take you up
on your offer, just the thought will help them feel more secure.

I would be remiss to mention that the holiday season is also an important time for giving. No matter if it is giving
your time, your support, or yes, donating money. At Aviva, our focus during the holidays is to support our Benevolent
Care Fund, a unique fund which supports qualified residents who have outlived their financial resources. Through the
Benevolent Care Fund these residents are provided the financial support to continue living at Aviva for life, including any
changes in their care needs. This is a wonderful program and I encourage you to learn more about it on our website.
Regardless of how you choose to spend this holiday season, on behalf of the entire Aviva family, I want to extend warm
wishes. We hope this season is filled with joy, family, love, and celebration! I also want to extend a personal thank you to
those of you in the community who continue to support the work of Aviva and our residents. It is through your generosity
of time and financial support that we are able to create and foster a campus that is truly one big happy family.
Best wishes,
Jay Solomon
President & CEO
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When is it Time to Talk to Mom & Dad

T

he holiday season is marked with joy, festivity and time spent with family and friends.

For many families across the country, it
is one of the only times that they may get to see one another during the busy year. While distance may make the heart grow fonder,
it also makes it harder for family members to keep an eye on the health and wellbeing of elderly family members.

At Aviva – A Campus for Senior Life, our Senior Living team deals heavily with kids and grandkids who are caught off-guard when their
elderly loved ones begin to show signs of potential health concerns. It is never too early to start planning for your senior’s move into a
senior community. Here are 10 signs to look out for when visiting for the holidays that will help you know if it is time to have the talk.
1. Check the Mail – Listen, we all have those weeks when life gets in the way of doing normal household tasks like checking the mail
and bringing in the newspaper. However, if you are visiting your senior and notice their mailbox filled with weeks’ worth of mail or
piles of unopened newspapers, it may be a sign of memory loss or difficulty physically getting the mail.
2. What’s in the Fridge – Eating well and keeping a well-stocked fridge are important aspects of living a healthy lifestyle. If you are
checking on a college-age family member it is no surprise to find microwave ready noodles or tons of leftover containers. However,
if an elderly relative seems to have little to no food in their fridge or if the food they do have is well past its expiration date this may
be a sign that they are struggling to care for themselves independently. Make sure to check the pantry as well.
3. Bills – As every adult learns, living independently comes with dreaded bills to pay. While we all wish we could close our eyes
and make our bills vanish, the reality is that they ensure we have a roof over our head and the lights are kept on. If you find large
numbers of overdue bills or even bills that are simply lying around unopened, take a moment to ask about them.
4. Laundry – Another dreaded household chore, laundry or lack there of is a strong indicator of a person’s wellbeing. Look to see if
there are piles of dirty laundry that are unusual and inconsistent with your senior. A lack of any laundry may also be a sign that a
person is wearing the same clothes over and over again. In that case, take a look at the clothes your loved one is choosing to wear;
check for holes, tearing, stains, or excessive dirt.
5. Living Conditions – The final area of the house to check is actually all around you. Again, remember you are visiting an elderly
relative and not your 20-year-old child. Does the house itself appear to be clean and in order? Are there dirty dishes or garbage piling
up in places? Are there broken pieces of furniture, burned out light bulbs or non-functioning household appliances that have yet to be
fixed? Remember to compare everything to the house you grew up in or even just your memory of 5 years prior. What has changed and
why?
6. Hobbies – Once you have checked out the condition of the living areas it is time to focus on what you talk about with your family
member. Do they have a hobby that they have always loved that seems to be missing in their life? Have they stopped going fishing,
playing cards, exercising, or participating in other active hobbies? If they have, it is important to understand the reason why.
7. Friends – Everyone loves to talk about the exciting news in their lives and share the details of their friends and community. When
visiting a loved one, always make sure to ask about who they are spending time with and what things they do with their friends. The
goal is not to make anyone feel uncomfortable, but if a person is suddenly choosing to isolate themselves it may be a sign of more
serious health concerns.
8. Get Moving – The holiday season is one to spend not only together around good food and great company, but a time to venture out
into the community. Many families will take time for religious services, acts of charity, or enjoying the beautiful sights and sounds
of the holidays. When you are out and about with your elderly loved one pay close attention to how they move around. Mobility
issues and the risk of falling are incredibly dangerous to seniors and are the largest cause of hospitalization. Even if your relative
uses assistive tools like a cane or walker, they still may show signs of increased difficulty.
9. Health and Medicine – One of the biggest difficulties’ seniors deal with is their overall health and medication management needs.
Spend time talking with your loved one about how they are physically feeling. No one feels perfectly healthy all the time, but if you
notice they are hesitant to talk about their health or if they have had a sudden spike in health concerns, it may be time to talk to them
about health intervention. On that same note, if you notice an abundance of new medications, expired medications, or untouched
medications, then it may be important to investigate medication management.
10. Overall Wellbeing – At the end of the day, we know our family members better than anyone and usually can tell quickly if
something is wrong. When you spend time with your loved one pay close attention to their behavior and mood. Have they lost
weight or seem confused? Do they seem withdrawn, trying to isolate themselves or quick to anger? Do they show the same emotion
or excitement for the things they once did? When dealing with an elderly relative any noticeable change may just scratch the surface
of someone who really needs assistance.
While these elements seem simple in nature, when they begin to happen simultaneously it may be a sign of a larger problem at work.
When looking for these signs take special care to be respectful and to approach the situation with love and compassion. Remember,
your senior has led and cared for your entire family for generations and will be hesitant to see their role begin to change. They will
find ways to cope or mask the problems they are facing, afraid to be a burden on you or the family. It is never too early to start having
these conversations, but with careful planning you can ensure that your senior can develop a plan for the future that they believe in.
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10 Questions to Ask When Seeking an Independent Living Community

C

hoosing the right independent living community can be one of the most important decisions you will make.

There are many
factors you should take into consideration, to make sure that you find a senior living community that fits you and gives you the
opportunity to experience new possibilities! Luckily, our team is here to provide you with 10 of the most important questions
to ask during your journey towards the perfect senior living community.
Is there a good sense of community?
When looking for an independent living community, this is one of the most important things to consider. Make sure to get a feel for the
community when touring, as the people in your community will grow to be the people that you bond with and make lasting memories
with. Building healthy relationships will help to keep your mind and body healthy and inspire new activities to participate in.
Is the staff friendly?
The staff at an independent living community act as an extension of your community. Be sure to choose a campus that has
friendly staff who are there for you when needed. Whether it’s visiting a sick resident in the hospital or helping introduce you to
new aspects or members of the community, the staff should make you feel comfortable while accommodating your needs.
What is the continuum of care like?
Think to the future when selecting your new residence. Being able to stay on campus if you need additional help not only can
make you feel more at home but also provides a great sense of security. Choosing a community with a strong continuum of care
can ensure that your needs are met no matter what.
What amenities are included?
With the right amenities, an independent living community can be a resort-style living experience. Some communities feature
things like salons and barbershops, fine and casual dining, heated pools, and more! Which ones are most important to you?
Are there any additional costs to be aware of?
When getting pricing information, find out what’s included in your monthly or yearly rent. Depending on the senior living
community you choose, things like premade meals, housekeeping and activities could all be included in your cost of living or may
be considered extra costs.
What type of campus activities are there?
Look for a community that has activities to inspire your body and mind! Participating in activities is a great way to keep occupied
and feel fulfilled. Some communities have a full calendar of activities, so be sure to ask about this during your search.
How is the quality of food?
Who doesn’t love to enjoy good food? The dining experience at your prospective independent living community should be one
that satisfies your taste buds and leaves you feeling great.
What types of fitness initiatives are supported?
Having an on-campus fitness center is great, but what else does your prospective community offer? Certain campuses have an
on-site fitness coordinator and offer everything from water aerobics to weights and bands classes. Not only are these activities
great for the body, but they are also great for meeting friends.
Is transportation provided?
Sometimes you need to a change of scenery, so make sure transportation is provided to get you out and about. Many facilities
offer their residents free transportation for shopping, dining, trips to the opera, and more!
Can my family visit me?
Surprisingly enough, some independent living communities have strict guidelines around family visits. Make sure your
prospective community welcomes the important people in your life to visit and accommodates their visits.

Asking these 10 questions when hunting for your new residence can help ensure you choose the independent living community that
best suits your needs. At Aviva, our staff goes above and beyond to give you the most out of your senior living experience and provide
you with all the benefits you’re looking for.
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Celebrating Ten Centuries of Wisdom

J

Rosenblum was addressing nine other centenarians in
the dining room at Independent Living at Aviva and he
didn’t waste time with his message. “Just keep breathing,”
he said with a laugh.
ack

Aviva Rabbi Anne Feibelman smiled at Rosenblum’s message, but
she knows there is so much more. She organized the “Centennial
Celebration” as a way to honor the community’s 100-year-old
residents. “In Jewish tradition, we are taught to stand before our
elders,” she said. “This is a way to let them know our community
respects them for their wisdom and their years.”
Those honored passed around a microphone to share their
thoughts. “I’ve been here 19 years,” said Fran Guberman. “It
was a good decision.”
Herb Lenk added, “To be 100 is astonishing.”
Joe Newman was the elder statesman of the group and he just
started living at Aviva. “I’m 106, but I look forward to being
here for a while,” he said.
Rabbi Feibelman said Newman still drives his red Mercedes
convertible. Ruth Bell, who is 101, laughed and said that might
be the case, but “I don’t want to be on the road with him.”
Four members of the group agreed to talk about a great day in
their life and their tips for young people.
Jack Rosenblum
Born: April 9, 1917
Age: 102
Profession: Department store buyer
A great day: “It was Jan. 27, 1946, the war had just ended (he
was a second lieutenant in the Army) and we were coming into
port on the West Coast. I saw a pay phone and I jumped off the
ship and ran to it. I wanted to call my girlfriend and ask her
when we were getting married. But I only had Japanese money
so I had to call her collect. When she answered, I asked her
when we were getting married and she said I was going to have
to wait because, she said, ‘You smoke too much, you drink too
much, and you are a womanizer.’ The operator was listening
and I heard this gasp. Then the operator said the call was on the
phone company because ‘you two need to talk.’ So I asked Ellie
how long I would have to wait and she said, ‘Three weeks.’”
Jack and Eleanor still live together at Aviva.
Tips for young people: “I would tell them to get an education
and do something you like to do. I loved my job.”
Ruth Bell
Born: Nov. 30, 1917
Age: 101
Profession: Housewife, teacher
A great day: “I’ve had so many that I really can’t choose, but I
do remember the first time my husband (Morris) and I stepped
into Paris. Our children were older and we went on a trip to
Paris, London and Italy. We had never been. I always had
been interested in history. That trip was filled with so many
experiences, it would take too long to tell you.”
6
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Tips for young people: “I would say to be content. Always try
to make the best of what you have and don’t reach for what
you don’t have. But if you meet a problem, do what you have to
do to get out of it. I would also say that as parents, set a good
example. When I was growing up, our parents really didn’t teach
us. They were examples. We would learn by watching them.”
Dr. Helen Fagin
Born: Feb. 1, 1918
Age: 101
Profession: Holocaust educator, author
A great day: Dr. Fagin was appointed by President Bill Clinton
to serve on the site and design committee after the World War
II Memorial Act was passed in 1993. Dr. Fagin is a Holocaust
survivor whose parents, Ewa and Soloman Neimark, perished
at the Treblinka concentration camp in Poland. A University
of Miami professor, she had worked with Novel Laureate Elie
Wiesel to build the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, which
opened in 1993, in Washington, D.C. After President Clinton
appointed Dr. Fagin to work on the World War II Memorial,
she was summoned to the White House to meet with him. “I
remembered walking up a formal stairway to meet President
Clinton with my husband (Sidney). I remember thinking, ‘If my
parents could see me now.’”
Tips for young people: In her address at New College Feb. 26
during the rededication ceremony of the Holocaust, Genocide
and Human Rights Collection which has been named in her
honor in the college’s Jane Bancroft Cook Library, she said, “We
need more cognizance, much more integrity, we need to learn,
we need to teach, and we need not to forget.”
Joe Newman
Born: Jan. 13, 1913
Age: 106
Profession: Accountant
A great day: Newman, who is the oldest living University of
Notre Dame alumnus, was among the founders of what is
now known as The Logan Center, in 1950 in South Bend, Ind.
Newman and his late wife, Sophie, started the center to help
mentally challenged children, such as their daughter, Rita Jo,
who was injured at childbirth. At the time, no facilities were
available for children like Rita Jo, who eventually died at the
age of 27. They started the facility with $24 in its bank account,
two teachers and 22 students. Today the Logan Center has a
staff of more than 350 with an annual budget of more than $14
million. “I was instrumental in creating that program and my
proudest days were when they invited me back there for special
events and I could see the results. One time they had what they
called ‘The Newman Fest’ for me.” It was so nice seeing the
respect they gave me.”
Tips for young people: “I would tell them to try to live a life,
where at your eulogy they will say the world was a little
better because they had lived. I have been brought up to
live that kind of life.”

Senior Living Community vs In-Home Care: Which One is Right for Me?

D

eciding between a senior living community or in-home healthcare for

your golden years can seem like a daunting task, as there are many factors
to consider. When weighing your options, be sure to think about these 4
considerations and how they can affect your daily lifestyle.
Health & Safety
Moving into a senior living community can bring you peace of mind,
knowing that 24/7 staff is always there for you if an accident happens. The
caring staff members who work at these campuses spend large amounts of
time with the senior, making it easier for them to detect any concerning
changes in behavior or appearance.
Aging in place with in-home care requires you to think about how often you’ll need assistance. Unless you have staff
around 24/7, it can be difficult to assure your safety. Slip and falls can happen, so it’s important to know someone will be
there for you in the event you need it.
The Social Aspect
The need for socializing is greater than most people think. Being a part of conversations and spending time with others
has been proven to slow down the cognitive decline process and have a positive impact on seniors’ overall mental health.
Senior living communities offer residents the chance to bond with others over a myriad of fun activities and events.
Those aging in place at home can easily become lonely, which is a leading cause of depression and anxiety in seniors.
Mobility issues and lack of transportation can make it hard to get around and get that much-needed breath of fresh air. Most
senior care campuses eliminate this problem by providing on-campus amenities and transportation to a wide range of fun,
inspiring activities like trips to the mall or even the opera!
Cost of Care
When it comes to the question of price, senior living communities tend to come out on top. The monthly rent at a senior
living campus will usually cover amenities like laundry, home maintenance, food and the assistance
of 24/7 staff.
In-home care tends to be more expensive, especially for those who may need more frequent help than just a couple hours a
day. The presence of a caretaker is just one facet of cost, as you must also take into consideration pesky bills that come with
home upkeep like electric, internet, lawncare, mortgage payments and more.
Day to Day Living
Often forgotten about are those tedious everyday tasks that need to get done.
When aging in place and receiving in-home care, seniors or their family
members tend to be responsible for cooking, cleaning, laundry, dealing with
home repairs and a variety of other chores that no one likes to do. As we get
older, it can be physically and mentally taxing to keep up with such tasks.
Choosing a senior living community eliminates the need to worry about these
chores. Have a light bulb that needs to be changed? No need to worry. The
staff at your senior living community can take care of it. When you take up
residence at a senior living campus, you can leave the laundry, cooking, and
chores to the staff – so you have more time to enjoy life.
Making the right choice when it comes to choosing between a senior living
community and in-home
care is a big decision to
make, so take the time to
consider your needs, budgets
and capabilities. The safety
aspect, social interactions,
cost savings, and day-to-day
tasks are all things that can
be simplified when choosing
a senior living community
for your golden years.
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Calling All
Volunteers!
Are you looking for a rewarding volunteer
experience? Want to help enrich the lives
of seniors in Sarasota? Join the dynamic
volunteer family at Aviva!

Current Volunteer
Opportunities

Sunday, March 8th, 2020
10:30am
at Aviva – A Campus for
Senior Life

•

Friendly Visitor & Resident Companion

•

Entertainment & Performing Artists

•

Skill, Craft or Art Teacher

•

Resident Trip Assistants

•

Class or Discussion Leader

•

Resident Activity Escort

Honoring

•

Religious Service/Holiday Assistant

Marie Brown

•

Game or Bingo Leader

•

Organizational Projects

•

Clerical Assistance

•

Manicurist

•

Exercise Group Leader

•

Memory Unit Activities

•

Shabbat Service Leader

•

Weekend Volunteers

For more information contact Maria Leonardo at
mleonardo@avivaseniorlife.org or
call 941-377-0781 ext. 159

Isabel Anchin-Becker
Susan Benson-Steenbarger
Sheila Birnbaum
Judith Yaeger
Sarah “Sandy” Klein
For more information visit avivaseniorlife.org
or call 941.383.7969

1951 N. Honore Ave.
Sarasota, FL 34235

941.377.0781
www.AvivaSeniorLife.org

